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With its clean lines and modern design, Silver
is an unobtrusive yet stylish way to get the
best out of your outdoor area, distinguishing
itself from other establishments in the
neighbourhood.
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Silver Plus is a retractable roof system, adapted to aluminium structure. With its clean and
modern design, Silver Plus adds value to your outdoor areas.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

PLUS
Width
1000

1050

1100

1150

1200

1250

1300

Projection

700
750

The product is usable according to its User Manual in all-weather conditions and designed to be
used in all four seasons. If desired the product can be made into retractable winter garden by
closing the sides with different kinds of enclosures.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials, (such as
PVC, fabric) and patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against
fading and mould.

800
850
900

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.

950
1000
450

Max Rail Centers

The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to construction
material, you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS

B
A

Rail Type I
12x15

C

Projection up to 8m
A

08

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Rail Type II
12x15

Front Beam
10X15

Pillar
10X10

Gutter
13X13

Projection between 8 - 10m

Pillar
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MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

Silver Compact is a compact retractable roof system, adapted to an aluminium structure.
Contemporary and stylish, Silver Compact is an attractive addition to your outdoor area.

Width

1300

Projection

600

Max Rail Centers

450

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.

COMPACT

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique and from ceiling cover to construction
material, you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
B
A

C

A

10

Front Beam

B

Rail
7.5X12

Rail

C

Front Beam
8X13

Gutter
13X13

Pillar
8X8

Pillar
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13

Embracing your home and your family, Coral
is a beautiful addition to your abode.
The perpendicular roof and soft contours
provide a welcome retreat from which you
can watch the world go by!
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Coral Plus is a beautiful addition to your abode. The perpendicular roof and soft contours provide
a welcome retreat from which you can watch the world go by.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

PLUS
Width
1000

1050

1100

1150

1200

1250

1300

Projection

700
750

The product is usable according to its User Manual in all-weather conditions and designed to be
used in all four seasons. If desired the product can be made into retractable winter garden by
closing the sides with different kinds of enclosures.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials (such as
PVC, fabric) patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against
fading and mould.

800
400

Max Rail Centers

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS

B
A

Rail
12x15

C

A

16

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Front Beam
10X15

Pillar
10X10

Gutter
13X13

Pillar
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MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

Coral Compact is a soft sophisticated little addition to your home. Neat and tidy it nestles onto
your outside space as if it’s always been there.

Width

1300

Projection

600

Max Rail Centers

400

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials (such as
PVC, fabric) patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against
fading and mould.

COMPACT

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
B
A

C

A

18

Front Beam

B

Rail Profile
7.5x12

Rail

C

Front Beam
8x13

Gutter
13x13

Pillar
8x8

Pillar
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The epitome of relaxation, with its clean
lines and modern design Satin will
protect, enhance and soothe at the same
time.
Be at one with nature, and experience
the therapy of the great outdoors,
throughout the year.
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It is a special designed retractable roof system with its flat aluminium construction.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
Width

900

Projection

800

Max Rail Centers

450

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, material (such as
PVC, fabric) and patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against
fading and mould.
Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
Drainage system can be integrated into the structure according to the ceiling cover type
(trapezium or wavy)
Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which moves together with it. The Spot
Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be controlled
by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS

B

A

Rail
12x15

C

A

24

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Front Beam
10x15

Trapezium Gutter
20x55

Pillar
10x10

Pillar
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Specially designed to accommodate large
numbers, this stylish construction provides
the perfect setting to entertain your guests.
Spacious and stylish, Gala is the ultimate
outdoor experience.
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Specially designed to accommodate large numbers, this stylish construction provides the
perfect setting to entertain your guests. pacious and stylish Gala Plus is the ultimate outdoor
experience.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

PLUS
Width
1000

1050

1100

1150

1200

1250

1300

Projection

1400
1500
1600

The product is usable according to its User Manual in all-weather conditions and designed to be
used in all four seasons. If desired the product can be made into a retractable winter garden by
closing the sides with different kinds of enclosures.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.

1700
1800
1900

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.

2000
450

Max Rail Centers

The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it. The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights
are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be controlled by a remote control or with a
remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
B
A

Rail Type 1
12x15

C

Projection up to 16m
A

30

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Rail Type 2
12x15

Front Beam
10X15

Pillar
10X10

Gutter
13X13

Projection between 16 - 20m

Pillar
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MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

The streamline construction of Gala Compact is the ultimate party space! With its slender yet
robust architecture you and your guests can literally ‘raise the roof’!

Width

1300

Projection

1200

Max Rail Centers

450

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.

COMPACT

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
B
A

C

A

32

Front Beam

B

Rail
7,5x12

Rail

C

Front Beam
8x13

Gutter
13X13

Pillar
8x8

Pillar
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This spacious design creates a relaxing
atmosphere in which guests can enjoy their
time to the max.
The soft contours of the design provide an
intimate setting and ensure unforgettable
memories.
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This spacious design creates a relaxing atmosphere in which guests can enjoy their time to max.
The soft contours of the design provide an intimate setting and ensure unforgettable memories.
In this product the ceiling cover is retracting as one piece.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

PLUS
Single Motor

Width
1000

1050

1100

1150

1200

1250

1300

Projection

700
750
800
350

Max Rail Centers

The product is usable according to its User Manual in all-weather conditions and designed to be
used in all four seasons. If desired the product can be made into retractable winter garden by
closing the sides with different kinds of enclosures.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.
Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.

PROFILE SECTIONS

Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

B
A

Rail
12x15

C

A

38

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Front Beam
10X15

Gutter
13X13

Pillar
10X10

Pillar
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This spacious design creates a relaxing atmosphere in which guests can enjoy their time to max.
The soft contours of the design provide an intimate setting and ensure unforgettable memories.
In this product the ceiling cover is retracting as two pieces.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

PLUS
Double Motor

Width
1000

1050

1100

1150

1200

1250

1300

Projection

1400
1500
1600
400

Max Rail Centers

The product is usable according to its User Manual in all-weather conditions and designed to be
used in all four seasons. If desired the product can be made into retractable winter garden by
closing the sides with different kinds of enclosures.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.
Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.

PROFILE SECTIONS

Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

B
A

Rail
12x15

C

A

40

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Front Beam
10X15

Pillar
10X10

Gutter
13X13

Pillar
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MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

COMPACT
Single Motor

Width

1300

Projection

600

Max Rail Centers

350

* Max projection may change according
to the width.

The intimate design of Crown Compact provides a welcoming area in which guests can retreat.
The curvaceous architecture contributes to the cosiest of setting in all outdoor spaces. In this
product the ceiling cover is retracting as one piece.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.
Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
B
A

Rail
7,5x12

C

A

42

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Front Beam
8x13

Gutter
13x13

Pillar
8x8

Pillar
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MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

COMPACT
Double Motor

Width

1300

Projection

1200

Max Rail Centers

400

The intimate design of Crown Compact provides a welcoming area in which guests can retreat.
The cur-vaceous architecture contributes to the cosiest of setting in all outdoor spaces. In this
product the ceiling cover is retracting as two pieces.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.
Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
The entire drainage system is integrated into the structure and lighting systems can be adapted
to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
B
A

C

A

44

Front Beam

B

Rail
7.5x12

Rail

C

Front Beam
8x13

Pillar
8x8

Gutter
13x13

Pillar
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Panorama is remarkable in that it has no
front support at all, thusallowing you to
enjoy unbroken views.
Straight in design, Panorama is an
unobtrusive way to enjoy the world in
which you live.
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Panorama is remarkable is that it has no front support at all, thus allowing you to enjoy unbroken
views. With its modern design and the buttress, Panorama will provide you an elegant and stylish
atmosphere. Product can also be delivered with buttress version.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

PLUS

HANGING TYPE
Width

1300

Projection

600

Max Rail Centers

450

The product is usable according to its User Manual in all-weather conditions and designed to be
used in all four seasons.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.

BUTRESS TYPE
Width

450

Projection

400

Max Rail Centers

450

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
E
B

C

D

A

Rail
12x15

A

50

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Gutter

D

Back Pillar E

Front Beam
10X15

Gutter
13X13

Back Pillar
(Steel)
15X15

Hanging Pipe ( Ø 60 )
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Panorama Compact is so minimalistic, it is sometimes easy to forget its very existence!
Inconspicuous and unassuming its gentle protection is a delight in every way!

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

COMPACT

HANGING TYPE
Width

1300

Projection

600

Max Rail Centers

450

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours,materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.
Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.

BUTRESS TYPE
Width

450

Projection

400

Max Rail Centers

450

Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
E
B

C

D

A

Rail
7,5X12

A

52

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Gutter

D

Back Pillar E

Front Beam
8X13

Gutter
13X13

Back Pillar
(Steel)
15x15

Hanging Pipe ( Ø 60 )
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Apollo is remarkable in that it has no
front support at all, thus allowing you to
enjoy unbroken views.
Gently arched in design, Apollo is an
unobtrusive way to enjoy the world in
which you live.
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Majestic yet graceful Apollo silently looks down, unobtrusively watching those who gather
beneath it. Perfect for those who want to enjoy magnificent views in an unbroken yet protected
manner! Product can be delivered with suspended or buttress versions.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

PLUS

HANGING TYPE
Width

1300

Projection

600

Max Rail Centers

400

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.

BUTRESS TYPE
Width

400

Projection

400

Max Rail Centers

400

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
E
B

C

D

A

Rail
12x15

A

58

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Gutter

D

Back Pillar E

Front Beam
10x15

Gutter
13X13

Back Pillar
(Steel)
15x15

Hanging Pipe ( Ø 60 )
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As light as the wing of a bird. Apollo Compact exists above you, with its slender arches quietly
protecting from the elements.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

COMPACT

HANGING TYPE
Width

1300

Projection

600

Max Rail Centers

400

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.
Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.

BUTRESS TYPE
Width

400

Projection

400

Max Rail Centers

400

Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
E
B

C

D

A

Rail
7,5x12

A

60

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Gutter

D

Back Pillar E

Front Beam
8x13

Gutter
13X13

Back Pillar
(Steel)
15x15

Hanging Pipe ( Ø 60 )
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This elegant product is free standing and
is a stylish way to enlarge your outdoor
living space.
The eye-catching nautical design creates
a welcoming atmosphere and ensures
that you make the best out of your area.
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This elegant product is free standing and is a stylish way to enlarge your outdoor living space.
The eye catching nautical design creates a welcoming atmosphere and ensures that you make
the best out of your area. The product is usable in all-weather conditions and designed to be used
in all four seasons.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

PLUS
Width

1300

Projection

1200

Max Rail Centers

450

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.
Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
E
B

C

D

A

Rail
12x15

A

66

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Gutter

D

Back Pillar E

Front Beam
10x15

Gutter
13X13

Middle Pillar
(Steel)
15x15

Hanging Pipe ( Ø 60 )
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MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

Marine Compact is a tastefully practical product. With minimalistic, lightweight details it can be
moved easily around to provide you with exactly what you need.

Width

1300

Projection

1200

Max Rail Centers

450

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.

COMPACT

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
E
B

C

D

A

Rail
7,5x12

A

68

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Gutter

D

Back Pillar E

Front Beam
8x13

Gutter
13X13

Middle Pillar
(Steel)
15x15

Hanging Pipe ( Ø 60 )
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70

71

An architectural beauty, this freestanding product sets you apart from
other establishments, attracting
attention and enabling your customers
to get the most from their outdoor
experience.

72

73

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

An architectural beauty this free standing product sets you apart from other establishments,
attracting attention and enabling your customers to get the most from their outdoor experience.

Width

1300

Projection

1200

The product is usable according to its User Manual in all-weather conditions and designed to be
used in all four seasons.

Max Rail Centers

400

PLUS

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.
Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
E
B

C

D

A

Rail
12x15

A

74

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Gutter

D

Back Pillar E

Front Beam
10x15

Gutter
13X13

Middle Pillar
(Steel)
15x15

Hanging Pipe ( Ø 60 )

75

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

Bridge Compact is an extraordinary piece of architecture! Slim line and slender the charismatic
design is sure to attract the attention of all who see it!

Width

1300

Projection

1200

Max Rail Centers

400

Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a selection of colours, materials and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty against fading and
mould.

COMPACT

Palmiye is proud the present the Exclusive Fabric Collection with unique patterns and colors,
with options of Exlusive Fabric Profiles and Exclusive 3 Axis Lightings.
Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are installed on the aluminium profiles and can be
controlled by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.

PROFILE SECTIONS
E
B

C

D

A

Rail
7,5X12

A

76

Front Beam

B

Rail

C

Gutter

D

Back Pillar E

Front Beam
8x13

Gutter
13X13

Middle Pillar
(Steel)
15x15

Hanging Pipe ( Ø 60 )
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Legend enables you to enjoy
the pleasant warmth and light
the sun provides, when and how
much you want.
Ensure uninterrupted interior
climate control throughout the
seasons and allow the elegant
finish and clean lines to add
aesthetically to your interior.
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Legend is an indispensable product, if there is an
existing construction, this enables you to enjoy the
pleasant warmth and light the sun provides, when and
how much you want.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a
selection of colours, materials and patterns which are
imported from Europe and U.S, with 5 years guaranty
against fading and mould.
Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover
which moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are
being installed on the aluminium profiles and can
be controlled by a remote control or with a remote
controlled dimmer function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself
unique, and from ceiling cover to the construction
material you can completely customize your products.
Palmiye is proud to present its own MyPalmiye App
which has been designed specifically for Palmiye
products and is available at Apple’s App Store.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
Width
1000

1050

1100

1150

1200

1250

1300

Projection

700
750
800
850
900

PROFILE SECTION

950
1000
Max Rail Centers

400

Rail Profile
5,5X9
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83

84

85

This attractive product with its
elegant finish and clean lines allows
uninterrupted interior climate control
throughout the seasons.
With Cosmo you can experience the
warm sunshine of spring, or the golden
light of autumn exactly the way you want
it!
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Cosmo is an indispensable product, if there is an existing
curved construction, which allows uninterrupted interior
climate control throughout the seasons.
Palmiye presents a wide range of ceiling covers, with a
selection of colours, material (such as PVC, fabric) and
patterns which are imported from Europe and U.S, with 5
years guaranty against fading and mould.
Lighting systems can be adapted to the ceiling cover which
moves together with it.
The Spot Lights, Linear Lights or 3 Axis Lights are being
installed on the aluminium profiles and can be controlled
by a remote control or with a remote controlled dimmer
function.
Each of our products is hand crafted and in itself unique,
and from ceiling cover to the construction material you
can completely customize your products.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
Width
1000

1050

1100

1150

1200

1300

Projection

700
750
800

400

Max Rail Centers

PROFILE SECTION

Rail Profile
5,5X9
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1250

89

90
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D E TA I L S
OPTIONS

92

93

E XCLUSI V E

FABRIC COLLECTION

Feel the Exclusivity

E XCLUSI V E

FABRIC PROFILE

E XCLUSI V E

3 A XIS LIGHTING

View the World
in a Different Light

LIGHTING
SYSTEM

3 AXIS LIGHTING

LINEAR LIGHT

SPOT LIGHT

DIMMABLE LED LIGHT
Depending on whether you want strong
practical lighting, or an atmospheric dimmed
ambience, you can choose between the Spot
Lights with Palmiye’s 3-Lens LED Technology
or the Linear Lights.

102

You can dim the lights directly from your
Remote Control or Smart Phones. Investing
in LED technologies is part of Palmiye’s
contribution to a greener environment.
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SIDE COVER
OPTIONS
For environmental protection or create
outdoor living areas used throughout
four seasons, Pergola sides can be
covered by glass systems, louvers,
drop arm awnings, external vertical
zip blind, external vertical blind.

Glass Systems

104

Louvers

Drop Arm Awning

External Vertical Zip Blind

External Vertical Blind
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CONTROL
& AUTOMATION

CONNEXOON
Designed to easily control your product wherever
you are in the world, despite the weather
changes you can remotely activate your products
accordingly.
Compatible with iOS and Android smartphone
systems. You can assign multiple functions
through created scenarios, you can give a onetouch command.

A

*

B

A

Telis 1 Elegant design that allows you to easily
control your product.

B

Lounge Elegant design with black color.

C

Patio IP 66 water-proof feature for outdoor use.

* The standard control unity.

MULTI CHANNEL OPTIONS
Telis 1 is remote control with 1 channel, while
the Telis 4 has got 4 channels. Telis 4 option is
available for Pure, Lounge, Patio, RTS Lounge
Roller and RTS Pure Roller.
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C

D

D

16-channel ergonomic design that
allows you to control all functions
at the same time from one control.
By digital screen feature you can
control different products with
a symbol and a number given for
different products.

SUN SENSOR
It automatically opens product in sunny
weather and provides maximum protection
from the sun.

E

E

Functional design that allows the adjustment
of the illuminations to the desired level with
the Roller feature.

WIND SENSOR
It measures the wind speed and automatically
retracts your product when high wind speed is
detected.
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WATER
DRAINAGE & SEALING

DOUBLE ANTI-AIR SYSTEM
A

This system prevents the wind entering
between the ceiling cover, rails and
gutter, and creates an airtight space into
which the wind cannot enter.

Gutter Seal

WATERBLOCK
B

This prevents rainwater entering the
enclosed area, and leads it directly to the
front gutter for perfect water drainage.

A

B

The hidden part of the drainage system
which was ingeniously integrated
inside both beams and pillars makes
effortlessly possible the discharge of
water.
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Back Seal
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STRUCTURAL
DESIGN
B

ELEGANT DESIGN

PILLAR BASE

Palmiye pergolas’ aesthetic
appearance offers the best for those
who desires elegance and perfection.

Stainless steel base hides all the floor
installations inside, drains the water to
the outside and gives an exclusive finish
to your product.

HIDDEN ASSEMBLY DETAILS

PROFILE CAP CHOICES

Plus and Compact series provide a
clean surface and perfect view by
concealing all connection details
made with stainless steel screws and
parts.

Give a personal touch to your
pergola by choosing from a rounded
or straight ended cap.

GEOMETRIC CROSS SECTION

HORIZONTAL BEAMS

With its geometric design, the specially
engineered inner section gives
maximum strength and wind resistance
to the aluminium rail profile.

The front and side beam on the same
horizontal level, giving a continous
line throughout the product, ensuring
a smooth relaxing overall look, which
is a delight to the eye.

C

SEPARATE GUTTER PROFILE

A

RAIN GUTTER

D

VERTICAL BLIND

A

C

The gutter with its height adjustment
feature, provides the anti-air system, in
different positions to ensure a perfect fit,
according to the inclination of your product.

Horizontal sun rays can be reduced with
a vertical blind. It is a full casette awning
and the Ferrari Soltis fabric, provides shade
without interrupting the view.

SEPARATE FRONT BEAM

GLASS SYSTEMS

D

B

The separated front beam carries all the
weight of the roof without putting any
pressure on the gutter. Additionally it is also
responsible for carrying awnings and glass
systems.

Different glass systems can be installed
directly onto the front beam.

* Doesn’t include the compact series.
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SK YLIGHT
APPLICATION

APPLICATION
T YPES & SOLUTIONS

RAIL POSITIONING

Standard

Standard

MODIFIABILITY

MIDDLE PILLAR REDUCTION

PILLAR POSITION CHANGE

Allows modifications on the
main constructions by changing
the main aluminium beam and
pillars with steel.

Provides a flexibility to
remove the middle pillars by
performing optional system
changes.

Pillars have the ability to shift
up to 50 cm according to the
structural needs of the Project.

Custom
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5-YEAR
WARRANTY
All our products have up
to 5 years guarantee for
the construction and motor.
The electronics and remote
controls are guaranteed for
2 years.

www.palmiye.eu

